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Abstract
We consider a downlink periodic wireless communications system where multiple access points (APs)
cooperatively transmit packets to a number of devices, e.g. actuators in an industrial control system. Each
period consists of two phases: an uplink training phase and a downlink data transmission phase. Each actuator
must successfully receive its unique packet within a single transmission phase, else an outage is declared. Such
an outage can be caused by two events: a transmission error due to transmission at a rate that the channel cannot
actually support or time overflow, where the downlink data phase is too short given the channel conditions
to successfully communicate all the packets. We determine closed-form expressions for the probability of
time overflow when there are just two field devices, as well as the probability of transmission error for an
arbitrary number of devices. Also, we provide upper and lower bounds on the time overflow probability for
an arbitrary number of devices. We propose a novel variable-rate transmission method that eliminates time
overflow. Detailed system-level simulations are used to identify system design guidelines, such as the optimal
amount of uplink training time, as well as for benchmarking the proposed system design versus non-cooperative
cellular, cooperative fixed-rate, and cooperative relaying.
Index Terms
Ultra-reliability, low-latency, mission-critical, machine-to-machine, industrial, IoT, 5G, URLLC, mMTC.
I. INTRODUCTION
5G will be the first generation of cellular networks to support mission-critical applications with
strict requirements for latency, reliability, and availability [1], [2]. Ultra-reliable low-latency com-
munications (URLLC), a work item in 3GPP Release 16, supports such applications in healthcare,
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2automotive, industrial and several other verticals. Industrial control networks (ICNs) that perform
distributed control, automated scheduling, and predictive maintenance, demand firm reliability and
latency requirements. Cables used in these networks are costly, bulky, and obstructive [3], which
makes wireless connectivity desirable. Unfortunately, existing commercial wireless technologies, such
as Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4), WiFi (IEEE 802.11), and cellular (3GPP Rel-
16) fail to provide the needed low latency and high reliability. Industrial systems could either adopt the
URLLC solution, revamp the physical or MAC layers of IEEE 802 protocols to support high reliability
and low latency [4], or implement a clean-slate protocol inspired by legacy wired ICNs. In this paper,
we propose and analyze a transmission method that could be part of a clean-slate wireless ICN.
Three characterizing features of ICNs are periodicity, determinism, and the use of controlled, conflict-
free access mechanisms. First, many industrial networks are designed around the periodic transmission
of data frames [5]. In general, control traffic has strong periodic patterns [6], as sensor information is
retrieved by periodically polling the sensors, and actuators states are periodically updated [7]. Second,
ICNs are deterministic, i.e. they are designed to communicate data in a guaranteed time frame [8]. In
real-time control, data must be received by the actuators within a specified time window to meet not
only the performance guarantees of control loops, but the also the guarantees of safety functions [8].
Last, these networks use controlled, conflict-free access mechanisms that are more suitable for periodic
traffic than a random-access mechanism. Often, simple token passing or a time slot organization is
used. A clean-slate wireless protocol for ICNs should be tailored around these three defining features.
It is well known that diversity transmission is very effective in achieving high reliability when
communicating over fading channels. Typically, time, frequency and spatial degrees of freedom may
be exploited to achieve diversity. Apart from time and frequency diversity which require relying on
nature and hence are not reliable sources of diversity gain, spatial diversity may be exploited through
multiple transmission points or antennas. For low-cost deployments, it is desirable to have a small
number of spatially distributed APs with limited number of antennas. Thus it is necessary to achieve
spatial diversity through multi-user diversity exploiting the fact that several users are part of the
communication system. In this paper, we propose to exploit multi-user diversity through feedback. If
the transmission spectral efficiency for each user is adjusted according to their channel, then the total
transmission time to send all the packets is dependent on the channels of all the users and benefits
from multi-user diversity. In this paper, we explore achieving ultra reliability through this form of
multi-user diversity and show that such an approach can be superior to cooperative relaying.
3A. Contributions
The objective of this paper is to model and study the outage (or failure) of an industrial control
system that implements a communications mechanism with periodic transmissions, a time division
multeplxing (TDM) scheduling mechanism, and a strict interpretation of hard-deadline violations as
system failures with certainty. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We model a wireless communications method for the transmission of packets of commands from
a central controller to a number of actuators through multiple cooperating APs, as might be used
in Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) [9]–[11] or distributed antenna systems (DASs) [12]–[14].
The system uses time division duplexing (TDD) and operates in two phases: an uplink training
phase where the channel state is determined, and a downlink data phase where the commands
are dispatched. The transmissions occur periodically assuming a TDM scheduling mechanism
with variable-length time slots. Additionally, the control commands are to be received by hard
deadlines of the cycle boundaries. Failure to deliver these commands by the hard deadlines causes
an outage of the industrial system (see Sec. III for details). We believe that our work is the first
to model a periodic, time-orthogonal, multi-user communications method with hard deadlines.
• We identify and analyze the events causing a system outage, or outage for short. The violation of
packet delivery by a hard deadline is one source of outage; we refer to this event as time overflow.
A second cause of outage is the use of transmission rates that is too high to be supported by
the wireless channels between the actuators and the APs; we refer to this event as transmission
error. We analyze the probability of the two events. We find closed-form expressions for the
probability of transmission error, a closed-form expression for the probability of time overflow
for two users, and upper and lower bounds for the probability of time overflow for an arbitrary
number of actuators. We modify the original method to eliminate time overflow and thus reduce
the probability of outage.
• We simulate such a system for a large number of actuators that are arbitrarily scattered on a
factory floor to determine the probability of outage, transmission error and time overflow. We
compare the outage probability to the one obtained for benchmark methods such as cellular, one-
shot fixed-rate transmission and two-hop cooperative-relay transmission. Our results show that
the variable-rate method outperforms the two benchmarks for a wide range of target throughput.
B. Related Work
We frame our work in the context of analytical approaches to low-latency wireless ICNs and to
URLLC in general. Most of the existing analytical approaches to low-latency wireless ICNs assume
4a system with spatial or cooperative diversity [15]. Different relaying algorithms that use Luby
coding were devised in [16] and compared with traditional automatic repeat request (ARQ) and
mesh techniques. A wireless broadcast technique that uses low-rate coding and semi-fixed resource
allocation was introduced in [17]. A suite of wireless communications protocols that exploit cooperative
diversity through numerous relays and simultaneous retransmissions was introduced in [18] and later
developed and analyzed in subsequent work. A wireless token-passing protocol that also exploits
cooperative diversity was proposed in [19]. An energy efficient broadcast method for industrial wireless
sensor networks was proposed in [20]. A time-frequency slotted random access uplink method with
retransmissions was suggested in [21]. Finally, the performance of a wireless communications system
with imperfect channel state information (CSI) and finite-length coding was studied in [22]. The trade-
off between the length of the pilot sequence and that of the data codeword length is characterized in a
queuing framework on top of physical layer (PHY) models, and a rate adaptation strategy is devised.
Most of this work [15]–[22] does not account for the difference in channel conditions across different
devices, resulting in a conservative choice of transmission rate that caters to the device with the worst
channel. Since the actuating devices are scattered around the factory floor, we use variable-length
transmission slots to allocate airtime to each device depending on its instantaneous channel state.
Latency and reliability have also been addressed through different analytical frameworks in recent
work on millimeter wave (mmWave) massive MIMO networks [23], mmWave dense networks [24],
mobile edge computing [25], content distribution [26], and vehicular ad-hoc networks [27]. In the
queuing framework, the average or probabilistic delay is either the object of minimization, or a
constraint on optimizing a utility function such as throughput and energy consumption (see [23],
[25], [26]). In the case of a probabilistic delay constraint, the probability of violation of a target delay
is constrained by a target reliability parameter. In the more relevant context of multiple access and
broadcast channels (MACs and BCs), a more strict notion of delay constrains the optimization of a
utility: all transmitters have a limited number of blocks or slots to deliver their messages in the case
of MACs, and all receivers have a limited number of slots to receive their messages in the case of
BCs (see [28], [29] and [18] and subsequent work). While prior work [18], [23]–[29] is on various
aspects of low latency and high reliability, the proposed models are unsuited to analyze outages for
multiple users at the level of the wireless links and do not harness the periodicity of ICNs and their
controlled medium access protocols.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II describes the system model and details the
variable-rate communications method. Sec. III defines the outage events and analyzes their probability.
5Sec. IV presents numerical results and provides performance insights. Finally, Sec. V concludes the
paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we describe the communications system, and the highlight the main system assump-
tions we use in our analysis.
Setup: A controller is wired to A fully-synchronized transmitters/APs. The APs communicate wire-
lessly with D A field devices scattered on a factory floor. All APs coordinate their transmissions to
every device, as the CSI is shared. These APs behave in a similar way to a cooperating set in CoMP
or to transceivers in DAS.
Resources: Every device expects B bits of data to be delivered every T seconds over a bandwidth
of W Hertz. The system uses TDD and operates in cycles of period T , split into an uplink training
phase of duration TP followed by a downlink data phase of duration TD, T = TP+TD.
Channel: Wireless channels linking every AP-device pair are assumed to undergo independent Rayleigh
fading that is frequency flat, permitting the use of single-carrier modulation without the need of
equalization or sequence detection at the receiver. The symbol time is taken to be TS = 1/W . While
measurement campaigns inside factories indicate that the wireless channel is frequency-selective es-
pecially when a wide bandwidth is used [30], [31], we maintain the frequency-flatness assumption for
the purpose of analytical tractability. Analysis under frequency-selectivity is deferred to future work.
Fading dynamics: We assume a quasi-static setting where each packet experiences a single fading
value. This setting arises whenever the packets are small enough relative to the fading coherence, in
time and frequency, for the fading to remain approximately constant over each packet. The appropriate
metric to quantify transmission errors in a quasi-static setting is the outage probability. Additionally,
error symbol and packet error probabilities can be identified with the outage probability [32], but the
latter is more general as it does not depend on the modulation.
Channel estimation: In the training phase, channel sounding is performed by the APs. The devices
sequentially transmit uplink pilot sequences of length L, leading to a total duration of TP = LTS. For
the purpose of analysis, we assume that the devices use the same transmit power PT as that used by the
APs. Upon receiving the pilot sequences, the APs perform channel estimation using minimum mean-
square-error (MMSE) for all D channels, one channel at a time. Let N0 be the thermal noise power
spectral density, r the transmitter-receiver separation, `(r) the signal path loss, and ρ = PT`(r)/N0W
6the average received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The average received SNR is averaged with respect
to the fading distribution, as the transmit power and path loss are assumed to be known and fixed.
For a Rayleigh fading channel, MMSE channel estimation allows expressing the true channel h as a
sum of the channel estimate hˆ and the estimation error h˜, i.e. h = hˆ+ h˜, where h˜∼ CN (0,σ2E(L, ρ)),
hˆ∼ CN (0,1−σ2E(L, ρ)), and σ2E(L, ρ) denotes the variance of the channel estimation error [33], [34]
given as
σ2E(L, ρ) =
1
1+ρL
. (1)
To simplify our analysis, we assume that the average SNR at the receiver is equal to the average SNR
at the transmitter. This is further justified by three facts. First, channel reciprocity holds since TDD
is used. Second, the APs and devices transmit at the same power. Third, noise at the detection stage
is limited to thermal noise that is assumed to have the same power spectral density across all devices
and APs. Moreover, we assume that ρ is known by both the AP and device.
Rate selection: Upon channel estimation, the APs share the channel estimates among one another
and jointly pick an appropriate transmission rate for every device. Let the scalars h(a)d and hˆ
(a)
d denote
the channel between the ath AP and the dth device, and its estimate as computed by the ath AP. Let
the vector hd denote the channel between the dth device and the A APs, i.e. hd = [h
(1)
d h
(2)
d · · ·h(A)d ]T,
and ĥd denote its estimate. Let ρ
(a)
d be the average SNR for the pair consisting of the dth device and
ath AP, and Gd = diag
(
ρ
(1)
d ,ρ
(2)
d , . . . ,ρ
(A)
d
)
. Let Rd be the rate chosen by the APs to transmit to the
dth device. Let Td be the airtime given to the dth device, i.e. the time required to transmit its data,
and TˆD =
∑D
d=1 Td be the aggregate transmission duration. Table I contains a summary of the notation.
The APs take the channel estimate ĥd at face value, as in conventional adaptive modulation [35], and
use transmit beamforming to transmit at a rate
Rd =W log
(
1+ ĥ∗dGdĥd
)
. (2)
The rate Rd is equivalent to the Shannon capacity of an AWGN channel with a SNR of ĥ∗dGdĥd and
a bandwidth W . This particular choice of rate is motivated by the fact that the spectral efficiency
envelope of practical modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) has a small spread against the Shannon
capacity, which is a smooth function of SNR that provides an analytical edge.
We make the following remarks:
• Transmission rates are chosen dynamically, i.e. upon receiving the training sequence and per-
forming channel estimation.
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SUMMARY OF NOTATION.
Notation Description
A; D Total number of transmitting APs; total number of receiving devices.
B; L Payload size per device, in bits; number of uplink pilots per device.
W ; TS Available bandwidth; symbol period. We have TS = 1/W .
T ; TP; TD Cycle duration; training phase duration; downlink phase duration. We have T = TP +TD.
h(a)d ; hˆ
(a)
d Channel (fading) between the ath AP and dth device; its MMSE estimate.
hd ; ĥd ; h˜d Channel vector between the A APs and the dth device; its MMSE estimate; its channel estimation error.
ρ
(a)
d ; ρd Average received SNR of the link between the ath AP and the dth device; average received SNR of the link between
the only AP and the dth device (when A = 1).
Gd Diagonal matrix of average SNR values. We have Gd = diag
(
ρ
(1)
d ,ρ
(2)
d , . . . ,ρ
(A)
d
)
.
Cd ; Rd ; Td Mutual information of the channel between the AP and the dth device; rate chosen by the APs to transmit to the dth
device; the airtime (transmission duration) given to the dth device, where Td = B/Rd .
TˆD Total required airtime, i.e. the total duration needed to transmit data to all devices.
β Backoff parameter.
Yd Scaled airtime Td used for analytical convenience. It is equivalent to the time needed to transmit one bit in one Hertz.
Gd ; GD Measurement NSR (when A = 1), Gd = 1/ρd(1−σ2E); arithmetic mean of measurement NSRs.
DF The event of device failure. This occurs when an arbitrary device fails to receive its intended data due to the use of a
rate that is unsupported by the channel.
TE The event of transmission error. This occurs when at least one device fails to receive its intended data.
TO The event of time overflow. This occurs when the total required airtime exceeds the downlink time budget.
SO The event of outage of the industrial system. This is contingent on either TE or TO.
• Transmission rates vary across devices because every device experiences a unique channel. Ad-
ditionally, transmission rates are independent random variables due to the independent channel
fading assumption.
• Airtimes vary across devices because they are a function of transmission rates which across
devices. Additionally, airtimes are independent random variables.
• Transmission rates and airtimes vary across cycles due to the quasi-static setting assumption.
Blocklength: Although we assumed that packets are small enough so that fading appears constant,
we assume that the packets are large enough so that we can perform our analysis in the infinite block
length (IBL) regime. We defer the analysis in the finite block length (FBL) [36] to future work.
III. OUTAGE ANALYSIS
In this section, we characterize and then analyze the outage probability. The industrial system is said
to be in outage when at least one device fails decoding its intended data, or the sum of all transmission
8durations exceed the allotted downlink time budget TD.
a) Transmission error (TE): The probability of error experienced by the receiving device is bounded
away from zero when the rate chosen by the transmitting APs exceeds the input-output mutual
information. In such a scenario, the device decodes its data incorrectly and thus fails to receive
the command that is intended by the controller. We say that a transmission error occurs if at least
one device decodes its data incorrectly. While this seems restrictive, consider a manufacturing process
consisting of numerous workcells (layers of a process) where mechanical devices (e.g. robot arms,
pickers, and forklifts) must work harmoniously. A single device failure could jeopardize the operation
of the entire process as failures in local workcells can easily cascade to other workcells [37]. In the
quasi-static setting, the probability of device failure can be written in terms of the outage probability,
which is the probability that the transmission rate exceeds the mutual information of the APs and
an arbitrary device. Under a per-AP power constraint and when transmit beamforming is used, the
input-output mutual information is given as in [12, eq. 11 ]
C =W log(1+h∗Gh) , (3)
where G = diag
(
ρ(1),ρ(1), . . . ,ρ(A)
)
, and the probability of device failure corresponding to a selected
rate R based on the channel estimate is
P [DF] = P [R>C] . (4)
The probability of transmission error is expressed in terms of the probability of device failure as
P [TE] = P
[
D⋃
d=1
{Rd >Cd}
]
= 1−
D∏
d=1
(1−P [Rd >Cd]) , (5)
due to independent channel fades.
b) Time overflow (TO): In many real-time (RT) applications, actuators must change their states
isosynchronously to ensure a smooth process [38]. Translating this requirement into our model, all data
must be decoded and all instructions applied simultaneously at cycle edges. Otherwise, the industrial
system is prone to outage. The communication method that we have modeled does not guarantee that
all devices’ instructions are delivered within the same cycle. If enough actuators are in deep fade or
if path loss is too high, the total airtime might overflow into a subsequent cycle, i.e. the aggregate
transmission duration TˆD might exceed the downlink budget TD. We accordingly define the probability
of time overflow as
P [TO] = P
[
TˆD > TD
]
= P
[
D∑
d=1
B
Rd
> TD
]
. (6)
9c) System Outage (SO): Combining the above two events, we can express the outage probability as
P [SO] = P [TE ∪ TO] = P
[
D⋃
d=1
{Rd >Cd} ∪
{
D∑
d=1
B
Rd
> TD
}]
. (7)
The outage probability is difficult to calculate because the events TE and TO are not independent. We
analyze P [TE] and P [TO] separately and compute P [SO] using Monte Carlo simulation.
A. Transmission Error
Calculating the probability of device failure P [DF] is a prerequisite for calculating the probability
of transmission error P [TE] (see (5)). Calculating P [DF] requires averaging the function 1R>C over
the joint density of h˜ and ĥ. Using the law of total expectation, and exploiting the fact that the channel
estimate ĥ and the estimation error h˜ are independent, we first calculate the conditional probability of
device failure
P
[
DF
∣∣∣ ĥ]= Eh˜ [1R>C ∣∣∣ ĥ] (8)
then the probability of device failure is
P [DF] = Eĥ
[
P
[
DF
∣∣∣ ĥ]] . (9)
The conditional probability P
[
R>C
∣∣∣ ĥ] has been widely studied in the context of MISO and
SIMO communication over Rayleigh channels with imperfect CSI [13], [39], [40]. For an arbitrary
rate R, P
[
R>C
∣∣∣ ĥ] reduces to evaluating the cumulative density function (CDF) of a non-central
Chi-squared distribution with 2A degrees of freedom, which is expressed as a Marcum Q-function of
order A as
QA(u,v) =
1
uA−1
+∞∫
v
xA exp
(
−x
2+u2
2
)
IA−1(ux) dx, (10)
where Iν(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order ν . The Marcum Q-function also
appears in the error probability analysis of Rician channels, multichannel communications, and radar
communications [41]. For M = 1, we have
C = log
(
1+ρ|h|2) ; R = log(1+ρ|hˆ|2) . (11)
As a result, P
[
R>C
∣∣∣ ĥ] is given similarly to [13, eq. (9)] as
1−Q1
(√
2
σE
|hˆ|,
√
2
σE
|hˆ|
)
. (12)
Using the identity [42]
Q1(u,u) =
1
2
(
1+ e−u
2
I0(u2)
)
, (13)
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the conditional probability simplifies to
P
[
R>C
∣∣ hˆ]= 1
2
[
1− e−
2
σ2E
|hˆ|2
I0
(
2
σ2E
|hˆ|2
)]
. (14)
Now, we remove the conditioning on the channel estimate to determine the probability of device failure
on average.
Proposition 1 (Device failure, A = 1). For A = 1. The probability of device failure is
P [R>C] =
1
2
1− σE√
4−3σ2E
 . (15)
Proof. See Appendix A.
For A> 1, the conditional probability of device failure is
P
[
A∑
a=1
ρ(a)|h(a)|2 < 2R−1
∣∣∣∣∣ hˆ(1), . . . , hˆ(A)
]
.
The random variable
∑A
a=1 ρ
(a)|h(a)|2 = h∗Gh follows a quadratic form of Gaussian random variables
which has a generalized non-central Chi-squared distribution. The expression of its CDF is complicated,
and often times the inversion formula is used to numerically invert its characteristic function [43].
Because of the intractability of this distribution, we restrict our analysis to the case where ρ(a) = ρ and
defer the results of the more general case to Sec. IV. The following proposition gives the probability
of device failure for A> 1.
Proposition 2 (Device failure, A > 1). Consider now A > 1 and ρ(a) = ρ. The probability of device
failure is
P [R>C] =
1
2
− 1
2
[
σ2E
4−3σ2E
]A
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣PA−1
 2−σ2E√
4σ4E−3σ2E
∣∣∣∣∣∣
−
A−1∑
a=1
(A+a−1)!
(A−1)!
[
σ2E
4−3σ2E
]A
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣P−aA−1
 2−σ2E√
4σ4E−3σ2E
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
(16)
where P−νµ is the associated Legendre function.
Proof. See Appendix A.
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The probability of device failure in the case of multiple APs is an algebraic function that can be
expressed in terms of a finite number of addition, multiplication, and square-root operations. For
example, for A = 2,
P [R>C] =
1
2
− 6σ
2
E−5σ4E
(8−6σE)
√
4σE−3σ2E
. (17)
Fig. 1 shows the probability of device failure as a function of the estimation error variance (σ2E).
We observe that the more APs, the faster the decay of the probability of device failure. Of particular
interest, the higher the accuracy of estimation, the higher the chances of device failure. Since σ2E and L,
the number of pilots per device, are inversely related, observation suggests that more training increases
the chances of device failure. Consequently, the probability of transmission error converges to 1 as
N grows large. The reasoning is that channel estimate ĥ becomes more accurate with increasing the
training length. Moreover, the symmetric nature of the Normal distribution makes the events ‖ĥ‖≤ ‖h‖
and ‖ĥ‖ > ‖h‖ equally likely with increased training. To circumvent this, i.e. to ensure that longer
training leads to a lower transmission error probability, we introduce a multiplicative backoff parameter,
0≤ β ≤ 1, from the rate in (2) so that it becomes
Rd = βW log
(
1+ ĥ∗dGdĥd
)
. (18)
A multiplicative, pre-log parameter has the following operational significance: for a bandwidth W , βW
is used to transmit information/data bits, and (1−β )W is used to transmit control or error correction
bits. Alternatives to the pre-log factor have been proposed in prior work. A utilization factor that
scales the SNR (inside the log-function) was used for goodput maximization in [13], [44]–[46] as
a parameter reflecting faithfulness in the quality of estimation. A scheduling backoff parameter was
used in the same way in [47]. While a backoff parameter inside the log-function indicates using a
fraction of the available power, a backoff parameter outside the log-function indicates using a fraction
of the available time or bandwidth. In Sec. IV, we see that backoff optimization improves the outage
probability for a practical range of payload size and training sequence length.
B. Time Overflow
Characterizing the probability of time overflow is more challenging than characterizing. As a result,
we provide the general expression and bounds in this section. We first introduce the random variable
Yd =W/Rd as the time needed to transmit one bit in one Hertz. Note that Yd is proportional to the
airtime given to the dth device which is Td = B/Rd . We recast the probability of time overflow as
P [TO] = P
[
D∑
d=1
Yd >
TDW
B
]
. (19)
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Fig. 1. Probability of device failure vs. estimation error variance (σ2E) for D = 1, . . . ,10 and for the real Rayleigh channel with D = 1
(i.e. when the channel takes real values).
Unlike the probability of transmission error, the probability of time overflow cannot be expressed in
terms of the CDFs of the random variables {Yd } as in (5), but rather through the convolution of their
probability density functions (PDFs) as
P [TO] =
∫
RD+
1∆c (y) fY(y) dy =
∫
· · ·
∫
RD+\∆
fY1(y1) · · · fYD(yD) dy1 . . .dyD, (20)
where fYn is the PDF of Yn, fY the joint PDF, and ∆ the tetrahedron
∆=
{
(y1, . . . ,yD) ∈ RD+ :
D∑
d=1
yd ≤ TDWB
}
.
Since {Yd } have an infinite first moment, Markov-type inequalities, concentration inequalities, and the
central limit theorem cannot be invoked to obtain bounds on the probability of time overflow. While
characterizing P [TO] is difficult, the conditional distribution P
[
TO
∣∣∣ { ĥd }] can be computed as
P
[
TO
∣∣∣ { ĥd }Dd=1]= 1
{
D∑
d=1
1
Rd
>
TD
B
∣∣∣∣∣ { ĥd }Dd=1
}
, (21)
where 1 {·} is the indicator, since Rd is a function of ĥd . In other words, one can simply obtain the
values of {Rd } from { ĥd } and check if
∑
d 1/Rd > TD/B.
It is more convenient to determine P [TO] through P
[∑D
d=1Yd ≤ y
]
, which gives the probability
of time underflow with respect to a time budget y. Note that the budget we are interested in is
y = TDW/B. We first approach P [TO] for the simplest case: D = 2. The next result gives the exact
probability P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y] for an arbitrary y as well as a lower bound for this probability.
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Proposition 3 (Time underflow, two devices). Suppose that there is a single AP transmitting to two
devices that are at a nominal SNR ρ and consider a deadline y. The probability of time underflow is
P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y] = 1
ρ
(
1−σ2E
) +∞∫
21/y
exp
(
−v+ v
1/y logv−1−2
ρ
(
1−σ2E
) ) dv, (22)
which can bounded from above and from below as
exp
(
−2 2
2/y−1
ρ
(
1−σ2E
))≤ P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y]≤ exp
(
−2 2
1/y−1
ρ
(
1−σ2E
)) . (23)
Proof. See Appendix B.
For a general D, the exact expression of time underflow involves an integration over D dimensions,
which is neither analytically nor computationally tractable as D grows large. The bounds derived
for D = 2 are useful to derive upper and lower bounds for a general D which are given in the
next proposition. Before proceeding, we denote by G the measurement NSR, i.e. the inverse of the
measurement SNR ρ(1−σ2E).
Proposition 4 (Time underflow, D devices). Suppose that there is a single AP transmitting to D devices
at a nominal SNR ρ and consider a deadline y. The probability of time underflow is bounded as
exp
(
−DG
(
2D/y−1
))
≤ P
[
D∑
d=1
Yd ≤ y
]
≤ exp
(
−DG
(
21/y−1
))
, (24)
Proof. The proof uses mathematical induction. The expression is already shown to hold for the base
case (D = 2) in Prop. 3. In Appendix B, we prove that it holds for arbitrary D.
We also give a similar result for when the devices do not necessarily experience the same SNR.
First define ρd and σ2d to be the SNR and estimation error variance for the dth device. Also define Gd
to be the inverse of ρd(1−σ2d).
Proposition 5 (Time underflow, D devices at different SNR). Out of D devices, suppose that the kth
device has a measurement NSR G. The probability of time underflow is upper bounded as
exp
(
−DGD(2D/y−1)
)
≤ P
[
d∑
d=1
Yd ≤ y
]
≤ exp
(
−DGD(21/y−1)
)
, where (25)
GD =
1
D
d∑
d=1
Gd. (26)
Proof. The proof follows that of Prop. 3 and Prop. 4. First, prove the result for two devices as in
Prop. 3, then use recursion to generalize to an arbitrary D as in Prop. 4.
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Fig. 2. The probability of time underflow as compared to its loose upper and lower bounds in (24) and its lower bound in (29). The
spread of the tight upper against the histogram envelope narrows down as the base SNR increases.
Proposition 6 (Tight bound on the probability of time underflow, two devices). Suppose that there is
a single AP transmitting to two devices that are at a nominal SNR ρ and consider a deadline y. The
probability of time underflow can be tightly bounded above as
P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y]≤
(
J
J+G
)
e−2G(2
1/y−1),where (27)
J = max
v≥21/y
(
1
21/y− v
)
ln
(
1− exp
(
G2
1
y −G2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
))
. (28)
Proof. See Appendix C.
The tightened bound is almost identical to the looser bound in (23), up to a shrinking scale factor
in the expression (27). Note that the value of J can be obtained either by solving for a zero derivative
of function on the right hand side of (28), or by using a simple gradient ascent method. This bound
can be generalized to an arbitrary D and to an arbitrary (but known) set of measurement NSRs {Gd }.
Proposition 7 (Tight bound on the probability of time underflow, D devices). Out of D devices, suppose
that the dth device has a measurement NSR Gd . The probability of time underflow is bounded as
P
[
D∑
d=1
Yd ≤ y
]
≤ exp
(
−DGD
(
21/y−1
))
·
D∏
d=2
Jd
Jd +Gd
, where (29)
Jd = max
v≥21/y
(
1
21/y− v
)
ln
(
1− exp
(
(d−1)Gd−1
(
2
1
y −2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
)))
. (30)
Proof. Similar to the proofs of Prop. 5 and Prop. 6.
Fig. 2 compares The probability of time underflow as compared to its loose upper and lower bounds
in (24) and its lower bound in (29). We consider 1 AP and 10 actuators with SNRs that are uniformly
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chosen in the range [Base SNR, Base SNR+ 5] dB. The probability of time overflow is generated
experimentally via Monte Carlo simulation, and its plot is the envelope of the empirical probability
histogram. We observe that he spread of the tight upper against the histogram envelope tightens as
the base SNR increases, suggesting that a higher base SNR improves the approximation of the time
underflow probability by its tight upper bound.
All of the previous results have expressed the outage probability when there is a single AP, i.e.
A = 1. We also derive in the next proposition a lower and and an upper bound that sandwich P [SO].
These bounds hold even when A> 1.
Proposition 8 (Sandwich bound for the probability of time overflow). For an arbitrary number of APs
A and arbitrary (not necessarily equal, but known) SNR values, the probability of time overflow can
be sandwiched as
D∏
d=1
P
[
Rd ≤ DBTD
]
≤ P [TO]≤ 1−
D∏
d=1
P
[
Rd >
DB
TD
]
. (31)
Proof. See Appendix D.
C. Reducing the outage probability
We propose a variation of the variable-rate method that eliminates time overflow and decreases the
probability of outage. We refer to this variation as modified variable-rate. Instead of solving for the
optimal β in (18) and selecting a rate Rd as in (2), the APs choose β = 1 and select a rate R˘d = αRd ,
where alpha is
α=
∑D
d=1 Td
TD
. (32)
The new choice of rate guarantees that the new total airtime T˘D will not exceed the allotted downlink
budget TD. Scaling Rd by α as in (32) eliminates the need to optimize β by noting that the new rate
R˘d is not a function of β , as Rd is proportional to both β , as it appears in Rd , and 1/β , as it appears
in Td . The probability of outage will decrease in the following two scenarios.
• Underspent downlink budget: Suppose that the total airtime TˆD is shorter than the downlink budget
TD, then α≤ 1, and R˘d ≤Rd . Therefore, the new probability of device failure P [DF] =P
[
R˘d >Cd
]
could not be worse than what it originally was, P [Rd >Cd]. Consequently, the probability of
transmission error diminishes, and the probability of outage diminishes.
• Overspent downlink budget: Suppose that the total airtime TˆD is longer than the downlink budget
TD, then α> 1, and R˘d > Rd . In this scenario, there is a time overflow event and thus an outage
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event regardless of whether there is a transmission error event. Selecting a set of higher rates
{ R˘d } has one of two possible outcomes: R˘d ≤Cd for every d, or there is a d such that R˘d >Cd .
In the former outcome, there is no transmission error and thus no outage. In the latter outcome,
there is a transmission error and an outage. But there already was an outage when the set of old
rates {Rd } was used. We conclude that using the new set of rates { R˘d } can only decrease the
outage probability.
The analytical results obtained in this section are concerned with special cases: one transmitting
AP or one SNR for all devices. Moreover, our analysis provides closed-form expressions for the
bounds on the probability of time overflow rather than the exact probability expression. Therefore, we
turn to Monte-Carlo simulation to study the probability of outage events for a more general setting:
randomly distributed field devices and multiple APs. Additionally, we compare the variable-rate outage
probability to that of benchmark methods, and we compare the variable-rate outage probability to that
of the modified variable-rate method. The results of this simulation are given in the next section along
with a corresponding discussion.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results generated by simulating the data phase of the com-
munication protocol explained in Sec. II. We plot the probabilities of outage, transmission error and
time overflow as a function of payload size for different training sequence lengths, transmit power and
backoff values. Additionally, we compare the outage probability of the proposed variable-rate method
with that of benchmark schemes.
A. Simulation setup
Latency and reliability parameters: The most stringent motion control applications require a trans-
mission time in the 0.25-1 ms range, while more tolerable processes might only require response times
of the order of 1 ms [38]. A typical factory automation system with up to 30 devices has a 1-2 ms
transmission time, and a typical process control system with up to 200 field devices has a 10-15 ms
transmission time [5]. For our simulation, we choose a moderate aggregate transmission time of 1 ms.
As for reliability, we choose a target outage probability of 10−5.
Miscellaneous parameters: We choose a conservative payload size of 50 Bytes (400 bits) per actuator,
a total of 50 actuators, and an available bandwidth of 20 MHz. Putting together the number of actuators,
their payload sizes, the available bandwidth and the transmission time, this translates into a downlink
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(DL) throughput of 1 bps/Hz. We suppose that the actuators and APs are scattered uniformly and
independently over a floor area of 100× 100 m2, an area similar to common areas of factories that
have been surveyed in measurement campaigns [48], [49].
Path loss and blockage model: We assume a power law path loss model that gives power attenuation
as a function of the distance from the transmitter, and a function of the link type: line-of-sight (LOS)
or non-line-of-sight (NLOS). Let cL and cN be the reference path loss coefficients LOS and NLOS
links, and αL and αN the path loss exponents. For a distance r, the path loss corresponding to LOS
and NLOS is
`L(r) = cLr−αL , `N(r) = cNr−αN, (33)
These four parameters have their values given in [31], also summarized in Table II along with the
rest of the simulation parameter values. To determine the link type, we assume a blockage probability
parametrized by a cutoff distance d0 beyond which the probability of a link being LOS becomes p0:
pL(r) = p0+1r≤d0
1− p0
d20
(r−d0)2. (34)
Frequency band: We choose a carrier frequency of 3.5 GHz, also known as the Citizens Broadband
Radio Service (CBRS), where broadband networks in industrial applications are expected to deployed.
Note that 20 MHz of bandwidth is consistent with the choice of the CBRS band, which is at least 50
MHz wide.
B. Benchmark methods
We compare the outage probability for the variable-rate method to that for 4 benchmark methods
described below.
Cellular: Every AP acts as a BS in a cellular network with universal frequency reuse. Assuming
equal cell sizes, every BS is loaded with D/B actuators, so every BS broadcasts at a fixed rate DB/AT
bps.
Fixed-rate: According to the fixed-rate method, the APs use a single predetermined rate DB/T bps
to transmit to all of the actuators, one after another. An actuator fails to receive its data if its channel
cannot support the predetermined rate (see our discussion of actuator failure in Sec. III).
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TABLE II
VALUES FOR SIMULATION PARAMETERS.
Parameter description Value
Transmission period, T 1 ms
Number of actuators, D 50
Number of APs, A 5
Data per actuator, B 50 Bytes
Bandwidth, W 20 MHz
Floor area 100×100 m2
Backoff parameter 0.8
base station (BS) transmit power 23 dBm
Field actuator transmit power 23 dBm
Noise power -174 dBm/Hz
Carrier frequency 3.5 GHz (λ=8.57 cm)
Path loss exponent (≤ 10λ) 2
LOS path loss exponent (> 10λ) 3.26
NLOS path loss exponent (> 10λ) 3.93
Blockage model: probability parameter p0 0.25
Blockage model: cutoff parameter d0 15 m
Two-hop with cooperative relaying: This method takes place in two rounds. In the first round, one
AP uses a single predetermined rate 2DB/T bps to broadcast a packet with the data of all actuators;
actuators who are able to decode the packet are deemed successful. Should any actuators fail to receive
the packet (suppose there are D−k of those), the AP cooperates with successful actuators to broadcast
the original packet a second time at a reduced rate 2(D− k)B/T bps.
C. Simulation Results
Training has opposite effects on the probabilities of transmission error and time overflow: With
high quality channel estimation using long training sequences and an appropriate rate backoff, the
probability that the chosen rate exceeds channel capacity decreases. This explains why the probability
of transmission error decreases monotonically with the number of pilots as can be seen in Fig. 3b.
Longer training sequences, however, increases channel sounding overhead, leaving less time for data
transmission and increasing the chances of time overflow. This explains why the probability of time
overflow monotonically increases with the number of pilots as can be seen in Fig. 3b. Since the
probability of transmission error and the probability of time overflow have an opposite sense of
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Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows P [SO] as a function of the length of the training sequence per actuator for a range of payload sizes. This
probability decreases till the number of pilots reach a training crossover point after which it increases sharply. Fig. 3b shows P [TE] and
P [TO]. P [TE] decreases as the length of the training sequence increases. The probability curve for a payload of 50 B only is included
because curves for other payload sizes are almost identical. On the contrary, P [TO] increases as training becomes longer, suggesting
that there is little time left for data transmission.
variation with respect to length of training sequence, an optimal point corresponding to the minimal
outage probability is expected to exist and does in fact exist as observed in Fig. 3a.
Outage is dominated by different events for different ranges of payload size: We can draw
two further conclusions by jointly looking at Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, showing the probabilities of outage,
transmission errors, and time overflow as a function of the length of the training sequence per actuator.
Comparing Fig. 3b with Fig. 3a, we observe that outage is dominated by transmission error events for
small payloads. Comparing Fig. 3b with Fig. 3a, we see that outage is dominated by time overflow
for large payloads.
The main cause of outage sharply changes: Looking at Fig. 4 we observe that training decreases
the outage probability for low payloads. However, we observe that training increases outage for high
payloads. In relation to both Fig. 4 and Fig. 3a, we make the following observations. First, for a
fixed training duration, the main cause of outage sharply transitions from transmission error to time
overflow at a payload crossover point. Similarly, for a fixed payload size, the cause of outage sharply
transitions from transmission error to time overflow at a training crossover point.
There is an optimal backoff value for every payload size: Fig. 5 shows the lowest outage probability
as a function of payload size per actuator for the following values of backoff: 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
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Fig. 4. The outage probability as a function of payload
size per actuator for a range of training sequence
lengths. This probability remains flat until the payload
size reaches a payload crossover point, beyond which
the outage probability increases sharply.
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Fig. 5. The lowest outage probability as a function
of payload size per actuator for different values of
backoff.
0.8, and 0.9. For this plot, we considered 3 APs instead of the default 5 APs. The reason is that the
lowest outage probability for some backoff-payload size pairs was exactly zero, i.e. there was not a
single realization that produced an outage. In our simulations, we observe that for every payload size,
there exists an optimal backoff value that minimizes the lowest outage probability. Put differently, for
a particular payload size, the backoff parameter and the number of pilots can be chosen to reduce the
outage probability.
Modified variable-rate considerably outperforms simple variable-rate: In agreement with Sec. III-C,
modified variable-rate has lower outage probability than simple variable-rate as seen in Fig. 6. Ad-
ditionally, the spread of these probabilities widens as the payloads get smaller and shrinks as the
payloads get bigger. For 3 APs, the spread is about 3 orders of magnitude for 20 B payloads. For 5
APs, the spread appears to be significantly wider.
The adaptive-rate method outperforms benchmark methods: Fig. 6 shows the outage probability as
a function of effective throughput for the VR methods in comparison to benchmark methods introduced
in Sec. IV-B. The effective throughput is defined as the total number of bytes transmitted by the APs
divided by the total transmission duration. For VR, we plot the outage probability for 3 APs and 5
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Fig. 6. Comparison of outage probabilities: simple variable-rate (VR), modified VR, fixed-rate (FR), cellular, and two-hop. In agreement
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Fig. 7. Fig. 7a compares the outage probability of the variable-rate method, with that of the two-hop and fixed-rate schemes. The
comparison is shown for two values of effective throughput, namely 1 and 2.5 bpcu. Fig. 7b compares the finite-SNR diversity order,
derived based on the curves in Fig. 7a.
APs. For the cellular and FR we plot the outage probability for A = 5. We observe that modified VR
for A = 5 outperforms all benchmarks and comes within the 10−5 target outage probability.
The adaptive-rate method has a larger diversity gain: To focus on diversity gain of the transmission
schemes, we adopt a simulation setup where all actuators exhibit a single nominal average SNR. Fig. 7a
shows the outage probability against nominal SNR. We compare the outage probabilities between
modified VR and benchmarks for an effective throughput of 1 and 2.5 bpcu, corresponding to 50 B
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and 125 B payloads. The corresponding empirical diversity orders, defined as the local negative slope
of outage curves in log-log scale, are plotted in Fig. 7b against the outage probability. Modified VR
requires considerably smaller transmit power to reach the target outage probability. The comparison
shows that regardless of packet size, the VR achieves a larger diversity gain compared to the two-hop
method. This is an interesting observation given that in the two-hop method, all successful actuators
help increase the cooperative diversity gain in the relaying phase whereas in VR has the cooperative
diversity gain from only 5 APs and it is mainly reliant on multi-user scheduling to achieve a large
diversity order. Comparing the diversity order of VR to that of FR is also insightful. Relying on
cooperation of 5 APs, the diversity order of FR method quickly saturates at 5 while VR reaches a
significantly higher diversity order.
V. CONCLUSION
We have modeled a multi-user, variable-rate communications system for industrial applications that
require data to be received within a hard deadline. Motivated by the need to exploit spatial diversity
to achieve ultra reliability, we proposed a pilot-assisted variable-rate method that exploits multi-user
diversity. We have studied the probability of outage of the industrial system as caused by two events:
transmission error due to the transmission at a rate that cannot be supported by the channel, and time
overflow due to the inflexible downlink time budget. We have determined closed-form expressions for
the probability of transmission error, a closed-form expression for the probability of time overflow
when there are two field devices, and a number of upper and lower bounds for the probability of
time overflow for an arbitrary number of field devices. Our simulation results have revealed several
interesting phenomena. Longer training decreases the probability of transmission error but increases
that of time overflow. Longer training decreases the probability of outage for small payloads but
increases this probability for large payloads because payload size is proportional to airtime. If the
latter is too long, the downlink budget might be insufficient and an outage could occur due to time
overflow. We have observed that for a fixed training sequence length, the main source of outage sharply
changes at a payload crossover point. We have also observed that for a fixed payload, the main source
of outage sharply changes at a training crossover point. These two observations suggest that there is an
optimal training length for a set payload size, and an optimal payload size for a set training sequence
length. In particular, our results show that in spite of the stringent delay constraint, it pays to learn the
channel through pilot transmissions and adapt the transmission rate according to the channel quality.
Adapting the transmission rate and hence the transmission duration for each device makes the outage
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probability a function of the channels of all device-AP pair and hence multi-user diversity is exploited
to achieve high reliability.
APPENDIX A
a) Proof of Prop. 1: Now, we remove the conditioning on the knowledge of hˆ to determine P
[|hˆ|> |h|].
Let f be the PDF of |hˆ|2.
P
[|hˆ|> |h|]= E[P[|hˆ|> |h| ∣∣ hˆ]] (35)
=
1
2
− 1
2
+∞∫
0
e
− 2
σE
2 I0
(
2
σE2
u
)
1
1−σE2 e
− 1
1−σE2
u
du (36)
=
1
2
− 1
2(1−σE2)
+∞∫
0
I0
(
2
σE2
u
)
e
− 2−σE
2
σE
2(1−σE2)
u
du (37)
=
1
2
− 1
2(1−σE2) ·
1√[
2−σE2
σE2(1−σE2)
]2
−
[
2
σE2
]2 , (38)
which leads to the result in Cor. 1.
b) Proof of Prop. 2: Now redefine R , log
(
1+ρ‖ĥ‖2
)
. We first determine P
[
R>C
∣∣∣ ĥ], the
probability that R>C. This is equivalent to P
[
‖ĥ‖2 > ‖h‖2
∣∣∣ ĥ], which is given as
P
[
‖ĥ‖> ‖h‖
∣∣∣ ĥ]= 1−QA
(√
2
σE
‖ĥ‖,
√
2
σE
‖ĥ|‖
)
(39)
=
1
2
[
1− e−
2
σE
2 ‖ĥ‖2I0
(
2
σE2
‖ĥ‖2
)]
− e−
2
σE
2 ‖ĥ‖2
A−1∑
k=1
Ik
(
2
σE2
‖ĥ‖2
)
, (40)
where the last equality is given in [42].
Note that ‖ĥ‖2 ∼ Gamma
(
A, 11−σE2
)
. Redefine f to be the PDF of ‖ĥ‖2. Hence,
P
[
‖ĥ‖> ‖h‖
]
=
1
2
− 1
2
+∞∫
0
1
Γ(A)(1−σE2)A
uA−1 I0
(
2
σE2
u
)
e
− 2−σE
2
σ2E(1−σ2E)
u
du (41)
+
A−1∑
k=1
+∞∫
0
1
Γ(A)(1−σE2)A
uA−1 Ik
(
2
σE2
u
)
e
− 2−σE
2
σ2E(1−σ2E)
u
du. (42)
These two integrals can be seen as Laplace transforms of transcendental functions, and Tables of
Integrals and Transforms, Vol. I [50], gives them the following closed form expression:
L [uµ Iν(au)] (p) = Γ(µ+ν+1)
(
p2−a2)−µ−1 P−νµ (p/√p2−a2) , (43)
where P−νµ is the associated Legendre function for all µ,ν that satisfy Re{µ+ν}>−1, and all a, p
that satisfy p> a. After some simplification, we finally obtain the result in Prop. 2.
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APPENDIX B
a) Proof of Prop. 3: We have defined R = log(1+ |hˆ|2ρ). Let Y , 1/R, and let FY and fY be the
CDF and PDF of Y . For y≥ 0,
FY (y) = 1−P
[
R≤ 1
y
]
(44)
= e
− 1
ρ(1−σ2E)
(
21/y−1
)
. (45)
Let ρ′ , ρ
(
1−σ2E
)
be the measurement SNR and G , 1/ρ′. By taking the first derivative of FY , it
follows that the PDF is
fY (y) =
(
GeG ln2
) 2 1y e−G21/y
y2
, y≥ 0. (46)
Now let Y1,Y2 ∼ Y . For y≥ 0
P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y] =
y∫
0
fY (x)FY (y− x)dx (47)
=
(
GeG ln2
) y∫
0
e−G
(
21/y−x−1
)
2
1
x e−G2
1/x 1
x2
dx (48)
=
(
Ge2G ln2
) y∫
0
e−G
(
21/x+21/y−x
)
2
1
x
1
x2
dx (49)
with the change of variables v = 21/x,
=
(
Ge2G ln2
) +∞∫
21/y
exp
(
−G
(
v+2
1
y−ln 2/ ln v
))
v
(
lnv
ln2
)2 ln2
v(lnv)2
dv (50)
=
1
ρ
(
1−σ2E
) +∞∫
21/y
exp
(
−v+ v
1/y logv−1−2
ρ
(
1−σ2E
) ) dv. (51)
Noting that v1/y logv−1 ≥ v1/y logv = 21/y, we get the upper bound in Prop. 3.
As for the lower bound, we first note that the function ϕ(v) = exp
(
−Gv1/y logv
)
is strictly increasing
over (2
1
y ,+∞) since it is a composition of two strictly decreasing functions (note that the power
function is strictly increasing). For a small > 0, we write
P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y] = G
+∞∫
21/y
exp
(
−G
(
v+ v1/y logv−1−2
))
dv (52)
≥ Ge2G
+∞∫
21/y+
exp
(
−G
(
v+ v1/y logv−1
))
dv (53)
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≥ Ge2G
+∞∫
21/y+
exp
(
−G
(
v+(21/y+)1/y
))
dv, (54)
taking = 1/y, we get
= Ge2G−G2
2/y
+∞∫
21/y+
e−Gv dv, (55)
which leads to the lower bound given in Prop. 3.
b) Proof of Prop. 4: Let qn , P
[∑n
k=1Yk ≤ y
]
. We assume that
qn−1(y)≤ exp
(
−(n−1)G
(
21/y−1
))
. (56)
This is true for orders 1 and 2, i.e n−1 = 1,2. To prove for a general n, we prove the inductive step
as follows:
qn(y) =
y∫
0
qn−1(x) fY (y− x)dx (57)
≤
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with the change of variables v = 21/(y−x),
=
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)
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)
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≤ G exp
(
−(n−1)G2 1y +nG
) +∞∫
21/y
e−Gvdv, (61)
which leads to the upper bound. As for the lower bound, we assume that
qn−1(y)≤ exp
(
−(n−1)G
(
2(n−1)/y−1
))
. (62)
Note that this is also true for orders 1 and 2. We show the inductive step as follows:
qn(y)≥
(
GeG ln2
) y∫
0
exp
(
−(n−1)G
(
2(n−1)/x−1
))
2
1
y−x e−G(2
1/y−x) 1
(y− x)2 dx (63)
with the change of variables v = 21/(y−x),
=
(
GenG
) +∞∫
21/y
exp
(
−(n−1)Gv n−1y log v−1
)
e−Gvdv (64)
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≥
(
GenG
) +∞∫
21/y+
exp
(
−(n−1)Gv n−1y log v−1
)
e−Gvdv (65)
≥
(
GenG
) +∞∫
21/y+
exp
(
−(n−1)G(21/y+) n−1y
)
e−Gvdv, (66)
taking = (n−1)/y,
= exp
(
−(n−1)G2n/y+nG
) +∞∫
2n/y
e−Gvdv, (67)
which leads to the lower bound.
APPENDIX C
a) Proof of Prop. 6: First, we make the following claim:
e−Gv
1
y log v−1 ≤ e−G21/y
(
1− e−A(v−21/y)
)
, for all v≥ 21/y, (68)
for some A≡ A(y, G)≥ 0 to be determined. We proceed to derive the bound on P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y] starting
with (22).
P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y] = G
+∞∫
21/y
exp
(
−G
(
v+ v1/y logv−1−2
))
dv (69)
≤ Ge2Ge−G21/y
+∞∫
21/y
e−Gv
(
1− e−A(v−21/y)
)
dv (70)
= Ge2Ge−G2
1/y
+∞∫
21/y
e−Gv dv + Ge2Ge(A−G)2
1/y
+∞∫
21/y
e−(A+G)v dv (71)
= e2Ge−2G2
1/y−
(
G
A+G
)
e2Ge(A−G)2
1/y
e−(A+G)2
1/y
(72)
=
(
1− G
A+G
)
e2Ge−2G2
1/y
. (73)
Finally,
P [Y1+Y2 ≤ y]≤
(
A
A+G
)
e−2G(2
1/y−1). (74)
Now that we have tightened our bound on the probability, we prove the claim that we have made.
We first rewrite the inequality in (68) as
exp
(
−2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
)
≤ e−G21/y− exp
(
−v
(
A− (A−G)2
1/y
v
))
(75)
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exp
(
−v
(
A− (A−G)2
1/y
v
))
≤ e−G21/y− exp
(
−2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
)
(76)
exp(−vΨ(v))≤ exp(−vΦ(v)) . (77)
Now, we determine Φ(v).
exp(−vΦ(v)) = exp
(
ln
(
e−G2
1/y− exp
(
−2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
)))
(78)
= exp
(
−v · −1
v
ln
(
e−G2
1/y− exp
(
−2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
)))
. (79)
Since the exponential function is increasing, a necessary condition for (68) is Ψ(v) ≥ Φ(v), for all
v≥ 21/y. After a few steps of calculation, we obtain the following condition:
A≥
(
1
21/y− v
)
ln
(
1− exp
(
G2
1
y −G2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
))
. (80)
We still need to prove that such an A does exist. We write the right hand side (RHS) as a product of two
functions f and g, where f is negative and monotonically increasing towards 0, and g is also negative
but monotonically decreasing towards 0. It is clear that limv→21/y = 0. To show that limv→+∞ = 0,
we replace g with a function h that goes faster to −∞ as its argument goes to 0. One candidate is
h(x) =−1/x because limx→0 ln(x)/(−1/x) = 0. Hence,
lim
v→+∞ f (v)g(v) = limv→+∞
(
1
21/y− v
)
ln
(
1− exp
(
G2
1
y −G2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
))
(81)
≤ lim
v→+∞
1
G21/y− v ·
−1
1− exp
(
G2
1
y −G2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
) (82)
= lim
v→+∞
1
v
· e
−G21/y
e−G21/y− exp
(
−G2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
) (83)
= lim
v→+∞
1
v
· 1
e−G21/y− exp
(
−G2 ln vy ln v−ln 2
) (84)
= lim
x→+∞
e−x
e−G21/y− exp
(
−G2 xyx−ln 2
) . (85)
By using l’Hopital’s rule, we get
lim
v→+∞ f (v)g(v) = limx→+∞
e−x (yx− ln2)2
G(ln2)2 2
x
yx−ln 2 e−G2
x
yx−ln 2
(86)
=
limx→+∞ e−x (yx− ln2)2
G(ln2)2 2
1
y e−G21/y
= 0. (87)
Since f g does not admit any singularities on (21/y,+∞), f g is differentiable on that interval. Since,
additionally, limv→21/y f (v)g(v) = limv→+∞ f (v)g(v) = 0, Rolle’s theorem says that f g must have a
28
critical point on (21/y,+∞). Finally, since f g ≥ 0, we conclude that that critical point is in fact a
maximum; we choose A to be that.
APPENDIX D
a) Proof of Prop. 8: We first show that the lower bound holds. If for all d, 1/Rd > TD/DB, then
clearly
∑D
d=1 1/Rd >
∑D
d=1 TD/DB = TD/B. Therefore
P
[
D∑
d=1
1
Rd
>
TD
B
]
≥ P
[
D⋂
d=1
{
1
Rd
>
TD
DB
}]
=
D∏
d=1
P
[
Rd <
DB
TD
]
,
(88)
where the last equality follows because {Rd } are independent random variables. In a similar way, we
show that the upper bound holds. If
∑D
d=1 1/Rd > TD/B, then ∃d s.t. Rd <DB/TD. To see that this is
true, assume otherwise. If Rd ≥DB/TD for all d, then
∑D
d=1 1/Rd ≤ TD/B, a contradiction. Therefore
P
[
D∑
d=1
1
Rd
>
TD
B
]
≤ P
[
D⋃
d=1
{
Rd <
DB
TD
}]
= 1−
D∏
d=1
P
[
D⋂
d=1
{
Rd >
DB
TD
}]
.
(89)
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